DATASHEET

DATA PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

BACKSTOP INTELLX
AUTOMATING DUE DILIGENCE
COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSACTIONS
FOR ALLOCATORS — SO YOU CAN
SPEND YOUR TIME WHERE IT MATTERS

®
THE CHALLENGE

As an asset allocator, you receive a constant barrage of information from

KEY BENEFITS

investment reviews, prospective managers, and current funds. Each piece
of information — each communication, each document, each transaction

• Get back 94% of the time spent
manually processing documents

— must be collected, reviewed, tagged, and filed for you to appropriately

• Improve team productivity and
workflows

high-value staff is compelled to spend their too-limited time buried in email

• Enhance data quality and
timeliness

devoting themselves further improving decision making.

• Decrease document
processing costs

administer your investment portfolio. Unfortunately, this means that your

inboxes, vendor portals, and other communication platforms, rather than

In addition to consuming precious time, this manual approach to handling
data often results in overlooked information, misfiled documents, and
employee burnout. Key events and transactions can be missed as

research and portfolio teams fail to identify crucial information hidden in
overflowing mailboxes. Further complicating matters, as the number of

DESIGNED FOR THE
NEEDS OF INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS, INCLUDING:
• Investment consultants and advisors

manager relationships increases, so do the associated processing costs.

• OCIOs

Eliminate unsustainable manual tasks, increase your team’s efficiency,

• Institutions

achieve higher cost-effectiveness, and optimize your due diligence

processes through BACKSTOP INTELLX: a straight-through processing

platform for fund documents and transactions that is built for the needs of

• Pensions
• Funds of funds
• Endowments and foundations

busy investment and operations professionals.
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THE SOLUTIONS

Your team is responsible for tracking and monitoring managers to ensure that their investment
strategy continues to be aligned with your organization’s investment policy. However, the volume of
DATASHEET
communications you receive in the course of carrying out your charter is overwhelming. You and your
team do not have enough time in the day to handle hundreds of emails, check countless portals, and
download, tag, and file innumerable documents. Yet this work must be done for you to meet the needs
of your organization.

BACKSTOP INTELLX

INTELLX DOCUMENTS empowers you to take control of this tsunami of due diligence information.
THE PRODUCT
Our solution automatically collects and downloads critical documents from both email and web portal
sources. Then, using robust machine learning capabilities and sophisticated document classification
BACKSTOP INTELLX all-in-one platform empowers you to take control of all the due diligence
methods, all documents are assigned tags linked to the related fund, or investment. Once tagged,
information you’re collecting. Our solution automates what were previously manual tasks, effortlessly filing
documents are dynamically filed in SharePoint and made available at a moment’s notice to anyone
portal documentation and email attachments where you want them. IntellX automatically pulls in email
within the organization.
attachments, eliminating the hunt for emails. With machine learning capabilities and document classification
Through
Backstop
IntellXare
Documents,
youclient-specific
eliminate alltags,
the linked
low-value
associated
with
due diligence
methods,
all documents
classified with
to thetasks
related
firm, fund or
investment,
and sent to Backstop.
There’s
no more
for manual
dataportal
entry or
data processing
on your part
or “friendly
documentation,
including
hunting
forneed
emails,
managing
passwords,
and constant
filing.
reminder” follow-ups to your fund managers. Backstop IntellX eliminates these low-value tasks while
In return, your team can:
improving data accuracy, so your teams can focus on high-value imperatives.
• Focus on your organization’s high-value imperatives
• Operate with greater effectiveness
• Decrease processing costs

TRANSLATE
• Deliver increased transparency to research and portfolio
teams
• Provide investors with on-demand access to investment
Machine information
learning capabilities

RECEIVE

enables IntellX to organize
TRANSLATE
your organization’s
unique
Machine
learningwith
capabilities
enable IntellX to
content
your user-defined
organize your organization’s unique content with
document nomenclature.

Essential data,
emails, and
RECEIVE
documents
areemails,
captured,
Essential data,
and
documents
are
captured
directly
direct from the fund source.

CLASSIFY

CLASSIFY
IntellX’s intelligent
document classification

engine labels each unique file type without
Without
human
human
intervention.
© Backstop Solutions Group, LLC

®

your user-defined document nomenclature.

from the fund source.

intervention, IntellX’s
intelligent document
classification engine labels

DELIVER

DELIVER
Files are now centrally
located and easily
accessible, ensuring that everyone in your
Filesisare
centrally
organization
on now
the same
page.

located, displayed, and easily
accessible,
ensuring everyone
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When your organization receives notice of a transaction — such as a capital call or distribution — it is vital
that the transaction be identified, processed, and reconciled quickly and accurately. As a manual process,
that takes valuable time that could be better applied to portfolio decisions.
INTELLX TRANSACTIONS works in tandem with IntellX Documents to eliminate the manual steps required

to process portfolio transactions. When IntellX Documents identifies a fund transaction within a document,
it passes the information to IntellX Transactions. IntellX Transactions automatically loads current balances
and cashflows into Backstop’s powerful calculation and reporting engines to reconcile the transaction in
real-time. No human intervention is required unless the transaction cannot be reconciled, in which case an
alert is sent to review the transaction. At any time, IntellX Transactions can provide you with an up-to-date
analysis of your portfolios.

®

IDENTIFY
IntellX Document Enriching
Engines identify a transaction

© Backstop Solutions Group, LLC

EXTRACT
Relevant data is extracted
from the document.

RECONCILE
The transaction is reconciled
and processed automatically.
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®

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Automatic Capturing and Extraction of
Email Attachments and Portal Documents

Avoids lost or misfiled information due to
manual document-handling processes.

Intelligent Document Classification

Provides 61 standard document tags for a wide
range of document types.

Document Tag Mapping and Translation

Translates IntellX document nomenclature to
your organization’s internal language.

Optical Character Recognition

Enables all documents to be read by the
platform (including image-based PDFs).

Direct Delivery to the Backstop Platform

Places all emails, attachments, documents, and
statements in in SharePoint so that everyone in
the organization is on the same page.

Exception Notifications

Makes certain that only documents which do
not meet specified criteria are escalated to a
user’s attention.

Effective Date Extraction

Ensures that you never miss an important
deadline.

Compliance and Due Diligence
Monitoring

Facilitates compliance with investment audit
trails by making it easy to identify which fund
forms and agreements are missing.

To learn more, visit backstopsolutions.com/backstop-intellx
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WHY BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS?
Because every minute matters, Backstop’s mission is to help the institutional investment industry use
time to its fullest potential. We develop technology to simplify and streamline otherwise time-consuming
tasks and processes, enabling our clients to quickly and easily access, share, and manage the knowledge
that’s critical to their day-to-day business success. Backstop provides its industry-leading cloud-based
productivity suite to investment consultants, pensions, funds of funds, family offices, endowments,
foundations, private equity, hedge funds, and real estate investment firms.
Our credentials include:
• More than 800 global clients
• Purpose-built platform for the institutional investment community
• An experienced professional services group that brings together best practices gained from
13,500 hours of implementation per year
• Cloud-based platform with updates every two weeks
• World-class customer service and support steeped in the institutional investment industry

LET’S GET STARTED
At Backstop Solutions, we want to help you operate more efficiently, invest more intelligently, and communicate
more effectively. With our experience, we know the needs of institutional investors, we understand your
everyday challenges, and we speak your language.

CONTACT US
backstopsolutions.com
info@backstopsolutions.com
Main:

Sales:

United Kingdom:

Hong Kong:

+1 312 277-7700

+1 312 277-7701

+44 0-800-069-8582

+852 3511 6015

Chicago (HQ)

New York

London

Hong Kong

233 S. Wacker Dr.
Suite 3960
Chicago, IL 60606

151 W. 25th St.
6th Floor
New York, NY 10001

20 St Dunstans Hill
London
EC3R 8HL
United Kingdom

7/F, Low Block,
Grand Millennium Plaza
181 Queen’s Road
Central, Central,
Hong Kong
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